USA STRIKE FOR FREEDOM
STARTING LABOR DAY – SEPTEMBER 6, 2021
Americans are facing the most dangerous times since the formation of our great nation in 1776. NOW is the time for ALL
Americans to come together and make our voices heard in a peaceful nationwide STRIKE demanding all of the freedoms
and liberties paid for by the many sacrifices of those who came before us.
It’s quite clear that our country is rapidly moving in the wrong direction. Thousands are dying already, from “forced
COVID mandates” in a country where NO ONE has the Right to inject anyone with anything, against our will. NO ONE has
the Right to force masking, social distancing, lockdowns, business closures, loss of employment and income or coerce,
threaten, shame, or otherwise intimidate anyone into anything that threatens the health and well-being of any
individual. Not even your doctor has any such Right. NO ONE has the Right to segregate, lockout, or penalize anyone for
the personal private medical decisions they make regarding their own body.
The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees every American Citizen “the Right to be secure in their
person.” NO government, employer, educator, scientist, or medical professional has a legal, moral, or ethical Right to
deprive any Citizen of the most fundamental Natural Right protected by our Constitution and Bill of Rights. NO ONE!
As we exit the three-day Labor Day weekend on September 6th, we are calling on ALL freedom loving Americans to stand
together in an unprecedented peaceful nationwide STRIKE by not returning to work on September 7th. We call on all USA
workers to SHUT THIS COUNTRY DOWN until our individual Rights are acknowledged and adhered to by everyone in a
position of power.
No matter your political leanings, or how you personally feel about COVID19 and the so-called “vaccines” that are killing
people by the thousands, we must ALL agree that the choice concerning one’s own health and that of their loved ones,
their children, and grandchildren, is a choice that must remain in the hands of the individual and not the government,
employers, educators, scientists, or even the medical community.

MY BODY – MY CHOICE! We must make our own health choices!
The STRIKE idea was originated by TNALC member Lex Greene in a recent column. That idea has caught the attention of
many who believe just as we do, that WE THE PEOPLE hold ultimate power in this country, not the temporary public
servants of the people or private corporations.
Other groups are already sharing the STRIKE idea, and we welcome all to join us on September 11, 2021 or any date
between the 6th and 11th… the anniversary of 9/11. That’s great news… whether you join this STRIKE FOR FREEDOM on
Labor Day or on September 11th, the key is to JOIN IT and STAY OUT UNTIL OUR FREEDOM AND LIBERTY IS
RECOGNIZED AGAIN FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA.
JOIN US in this monumental effort to restore the WILL OF THE PEOPLE before there is no longer any peaceful means to
do so. THIS IS NOT A PROTEST! This is a “collective bargaining” labor strike designed to force OUR will…before their will
is forced upon us again! SHARE WITH ALL OF LIKE MIND. Let’s make this happen while we still can!
START DATE: Labor Day 2021 – organize locally – just do the same things at the same time nationally
STRIKE ENDS: When all unlawful and unconstitutional mandates end, no matter who issues them
TYPE OF STRIKE: The Biden Administration is moving fast in the direction of FORCED VACCINATIONS for ALL citizens and
has openly threatened the use of Military and Police force and more forced LOCKDOWNS. If we don’t lock them down
first, they will lock us all down again. Organize locally. Write TNALC for additional assistance.
TNALC CONTACT: NorthAmericanLawCenter@gmail.com

